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• A Se re nit y H ot e l •

— INSPIRED
BY LOVE
“To get the full value of joy you must have someone to divide it with.”

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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Mark Twain
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AN ODE TO
ROMANCE

Cocooned by secluded sands, calm waters and lush
tropical gardens, La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc, a member
of the MGallery Hotel Collection, transports you to a
timeless age of romance. To a time when the world was
more mysterious, full of private sanctuaries to slip away
and find solitude – and share it with someone special.
Imbued with the grandeur of a French colonial mansion,
La Veranda allows you to find magical moments in time
that transcend the ordinary – from enchanting beach
sunsets to candlelit garden dinners; from perfect weddings
to intimate island escapes.
In this atmosphere of stylish seclusion, you find time to
discover, time to share, to live, to love. To create moments
of romance etched forever into memory.

THE LA VERANDA
ROMANCE CONCIERGE
About the Author —
The Romance Concierge is dedicated to crafting
memorable moments in magical Phú Quôc settings, an
experienced professional on hand to guide you through
La Veranda’s indulgent and romantic experiences.

The Romance Concierge has prepared an inspired range
of packages outlined in this publication. But she will also
be on hand to craft individual experiences, to cater to
your individual needs. No gesture is too small, no detail
too elaborate – the Romance Concierge understands that
the most romantic moments are deeply personal.
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Chapter 01

A TOAST TO
TRUE LOVE
Magical Phú Quôc moments,
paired with fine dining discoveries.

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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“One cannot think well, love well,
sleep well, if one has not dined well.”
Virginia Woolf

Raise a glass to romance

SUNSET
CHAMPAGNE
The day’s last light reflects off the ocean, shimmering in the calm dusk air. A solitary
bed stands as an oasis in the midst of Duong Dong Beach; it invites you to sink
into the embrace of its plush cushions, to perch beneath the canopy of bamboo
and white linen that shifts gently in the sea breeze. Nestled together on the soft
white sands, you sip fine Champagne poured by your personal waiter, nibble on
gourmet canapés, and gaze out at the radiant gold and crimson of the dazzling
twilight sky. And you discover true romance.
Inclusions:
Luxurious Beach Set-up • Bottle of Taittinger Champagne • Gourmet Canapés for
Two • Your Private Waiter
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Toast your beloved with an open heart

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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HEART - SHAPED
CHAMPAGNE
True love comes from the heart. It beckons from the rich hues of daylight’s last
kiss, as the setting sun paints the horizon in vibrant hues and the nascent twilight
summons the stars. You find yourself surrounded by tranquillity; by the soft flickering
of candles, carefully arranged in the shape of a heart; by the gentle percussion of
the ocean’s rolling waves. A personal waiter is all yours for an hour, on hand to
pour you fine Champagne and serve a selection of premium cold canapés. To offer
a refined romantic interlude.
Inclusions:
Luxurious Beach Set-up • Bottle of Taittinger Champagne • Gourmet Canapés for
Two • Your Private Waiter

DINNER UNDER
THE STARS
You sit at your private table by the water’s edge, the sound of the sea lapping
gently at the soft sands beneath your feet and the Vietnamese lanterns swaying
gently overhead. The stars shimmer brightly in the clear night sky; the candles
flicker gently in the still night air. As your meal is served, your eyes meet in
a fleeting stare, a passing moment of romance that feels destined to stand in
eternity.
Inclusions:
Crafted 5 Course Dinner for Two with Chef recommendations • Luxurious Private
Dining Set-up • Your Private Waiter
Tip:

• Allow our F&B Manager to recommend a suitable bottle of Wine or
Champagne.
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A candlelight dinner that transcends the ordinary

SECRET
GARDEN

In a secluded oasis of tropical greenery, romance
is allowed to bloom, to flourish uninterrupted. Your
private dining table is cocooned by candles whose soft,
shimmering light dances delicately among the dense and
fragrant foliage. You savour the inspired menu options
and realise that in this secret garden, in this sanctuary of
romance, great memories grow and thrive.
Inclusions:
Crafted 5 Course Dinner for Two with Chef recommendations
• Luxurious Private Dining Set-up • Your Private Waiter •
Your Choice of Music.
Tips:
• Allow our F&B Manager to recommend a suitable
bottle of Wine or Champagne.
• Ask the Romance Concierge about our music library
and select your evening’s music in advance.

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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“Once in a while, right in the middle of ordinary life, love
gives us a fairy tale.”
J.B. Jeffrey

BED, BREAKFAST
& BUBBLES
As the morning light softly filters into your room, and you are between sleep
and wakefulness, stay in bed and disappear under the covers as we transform a
conventional start to the day into a delicious morning moment with a sumptuous
breakfast in bed. Delight in a gorgeous breakfast of tropical fruit, freshly baked
goods and savory bites. Sip on freshly squeezed juices and a glass of sparkling
wine for a passionate start to the day.
Inclusions:
Grand Breakfast Tray for two with choice of eggs • Savory Bites • Tropical Fruits •
Baked Goods • Freshly Squeezed Juices of choice with Coffee and/or Tea • Two
Glasses of Sparkling Wine
Tips:

•

Arrange with the Romance Concierge and inform us of your breakfast favorites.
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THE ROMANTIC
SURPRISE
Imagine your beloved surprise as the door opens revealing a dreamy pathway
of silk petals and twinkling candles. The romantic trail leads into the room where
another surprise awaits – a delectable selection of canapés featuring sweet and
savory treats just for the two of you. With a flute of sparkling wine in hand, carve
out some alone time to enjoy each other’s company in the privacy of your room to
talk about the day, make plans for the evening, or perhaps the rest of your lives.
Inclusions:
Memorable Romantic In-room Set-up • Gourmet Canapés for two • Two Glasses
of Wine, Sparkling Wine or Cocktail of Choice

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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Chapter 02

A PRIVATE
ESCAPE
Find true romantic solitude
on La Veranda’s secluded island.
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“Love is the emblem of eternity; it confounds all notion of
time; effaces all memory of a beginning, all fear of an end.”
Madame De Stael

LA VERANDA’S
PRIVATE ISLAND
12

Escape the bounds of time and discover the boundless solitude of our Memorable
Moment tour. Take a private trip to La Veranda’s own private island; enjoy
the special romantic upgrades specially tailored by our dedicated Romance
Concierge.
Inclusions:
Private English Speaking Tour Guide • Private Vehicle • Private Boat Trip •
Complimentary 01 bottle of Sparkling Wine • Beer, Soft Drinks and Water
on the boat journey to Gam Ghi Island • Private Luxurious Lunch • Snorkeling
Equipments
Tip:

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc

• This is a full-day affair. Find out more about the day’s itinerary from our
Romance Concierge.

To find true love, get lost in your own private place

Chapter 03

THE PERFECT
PROPOSAL
Life’s greatest journey begins with
a single question.
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“I ask you to pass through life at my side – to be
my second self, and best earthly companion.”
Charlotte Brontë

THE CLASSIC
PROPOSAL
Your beloved returns to your room to find it transformed. A trail of roses and candles
guides them past the heart-shaped floral arrangement on the floor. Her attention
turns toward the bed, where rose petals are arranged to form those most intimate
of words: ‘Marry Me’. As your choice of music plays in the background, you enjoy
fine Champagne and artisanal Chocolates together; revel in the boundless hope
of your new life together.
Inclusions:
Memorable Romantic In-room Set-up • Gourmet Canapés for Two • Romantic
Dinner • Bottle of Taittinger Champagne • Your Private Waiter • Your Choice of
Music

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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Tips:
• Ask the Romance Concierge about our ‘Upgrade for A Day’ service.
• Select in advance the evening’s music from our Music Library.

An intimate declaration of eternal love

Infuse your special moment with the island’s unique magic
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THE PHÚ QUÔC
PROPOSAL
Our Romance Concierge escorts your beloved to the beach. She removes her
blindfold to reveal a dazzling Phú Quôc sunset erupting in fiery colours across the
distant horizon. She finds herself standing on the soft, white sands; standing within
a bed of rose petals that form the shape of a heart. She’s handed a letter – it’s from
you, a tangible expression of a love beyond words. A bamboo sign is revealed:
‘Will You Marry Me’, it says. You approach her slowly and get down on one knee,
and a new journey begins.
Inclusions:
Memorable Romantic Beach Set-up • Gourmet Canapés for Two • Romantic Dinner
• Bottle of Taittinger Champagne • Your Private Waiter • Live Romantic Serenade
for 30 minutes • Your Choice of Music
Tips:
• Arrange with the Romance Concierge for a set of Love songs played by our
Live-band.

Propose in timeless style, for a love that transcends time

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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THE SIGNATURE
LA VERANDA
PROPOSAL
She follows a mysterious trail of rose petals from her room. It leads out through
the gardens, through the La Veranda grounds and emerges at the beach, at the
secluded shore. She looks up and sees you standing, waiting for her beneath a
bamboo arch adorned with tropical flowers. Gentle notes from the live band fuse
with the soft sound of the lapping sea, and she sees photos of your life together;
reminders of your love together. In the sand, ‘Marry Me’ is written in coconuts, and
she whispers a soft ‘Yes’. You dance together as the band plays, two lovers on the
start of a magical voyage.
Inclusions:
Grand Romantic Beach Set-up • Gourmet Canapés for Two • Romantic Dinner •
Bottle of Taittinger Champagne • Your Private Waiter • Live Romantic Serenade
for 30 minutes • Your Choice of Music
Tips:
• Arrange with the Romance Concierge for a set of Love songs played by our
Live-band.

Chapter 04

INTIMATE
CEREMONIES
From Vow renewals to Weddings,
crafting perfect moments.
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“What greater thing is there for two human souls,
than to feel that they are joined for life…”
George Eliot

VIETNAMESE
CEREMONY

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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Your perfect day is infused with a splash of local colour;
a meeting of traditions to complement a joining of souls.
La Veranda’s beachside garden is painted in a dazzling
display of traditional red – you’re told it brings luck to the
newlywed couple, though it’s the blessing from a local
monk that makes you feel truly confident. Walking down
the aisle in front of up to 30 of your closest loved ones, the
sparkling sea forms the backdrop to an unforgettable day.

— Vow Renewal Ceremony for 2 Inclusions
Decoration & Set-Up
• Luxurious Vietnamese Ceremony Set-Up
• Wedding Certificate in Hand-Crafted Bamboo
Frame
Other Arrangements:
• Ceremony Master for Vows
• Monk Blessing During the Ceremony
• Traditional Vietnamese Drummer during the
Wedding March
• Wait Staff dressed in Traditional Vietnamese
Costumes
• Live Serenade for 30 Minutes
• Sound & Lighting System
• Your Choice of Music or our curated selection of
Traditional Vietnamese Melodies
Other Package Inclusions:
• Wedding Dinner for Bride & Groom

Wedding Ceremony Inclusions —
Decoration & Set-Up
• Luxurious Vietnamese Ceremony Set-Up: Floral
& Candles Décor for the Wedding Canopy,
Wedding Aisle, Chair Arrangements, Welcome
and Photo Table
• Fresh Bridal Bouquet for the Bride and 1 Bridesmaid
• Boutonnieres for the Groom and 1 Groomsman
• Vietnamese Summer Iced Tea Service
• Wedding Certificate in Hand-Crafted Bamboo
Frame
Other Arrangements:
• Ceremony Master for Vows
• Monk Blessing During the Ceremony
• Traditional Vietnamese Drummer during the
Wedding March
• Wait Staff dressed in Traditional Vietnamese
Costumes
• Live Serenade for 60 Minutes
• Sound & Lighting System
• Our Choice of Music or our curated selection of
Traditional Vietnamese Melodies
Other Package Inclusions:
• Wedding Dinner for Bride & Groom
• Cocktails Reception for Bride & Groom
• Standard 1-Tier Wedding Cake
For Wedding booking of up to 30 guests
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WHITE
TROPICAL
CEREMONY

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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Enveloped by La Veranda’s lush tropical gardens, your
perfect island wedding takes place with the Gulf of
Thailand shimmering in the background. You take your
vows beneath a bamboo arch, draped in white linen, white
lanterns dangling. As the ceremony draws to a close, you
move to the beach deck at Le Jardin for a reception party.
Then enjoy a memorable dinner on the beach.

— Vow Renewal Ceremony for 2 Inclusions

Wedding Ceremony Inclusions —

Decoration & Set-Up:
• Luxurious White Tropical Ceremony Set-Up
• Wedding Certificate in Hand-Crafted Bamboo
Frame

Decoration & Set-Up:
• Luxurious Vietnamese Ceremony Set-Up: Floral &
Candles Décor for the Wedding Canopy, Wedding
Aisle, Floral Accents on Chair Arrangements,
Welcome and Photo Table
• Fresh Bridal Bouquet for the Bride and 1 Bridesmaid
• Boutonnieres for the Groom and 1 Groomsman
• Vietnamese Summer Iced Tea Service
• Wedding Certificate in Hand-Crafted Bamboo
Frame

Other Arrangements:
• Ceremony Master for Vows
• Monk Blessing During the Ceremony
• Live Serenade for 30 Minutes
• Sound & Lighting System
• Your Choice of Music or our curated selection of
Asian / Tropical Melodies
Other Package Inclusions:
• Wedding Dinner for Bride & Groom

Other Arrangements:
• Ceremony Master for Vows
• Monk Blessing During the Ceremony
• Live Serenade for 60 Minutes
• Sound & Lighting System
• Your Choice of Music or our curated selection of
Asian/ Tropical Melodies
Other Package Inclusions:
• Wedding Dinner for Bride & Groom
• Cocktails Reception for Bride & Groom
• Standard 1-Tier Wedding Cake
For Wedding booking of up to 30 guests
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WEDDING
CEREMONY
SERVICES
When your big moment comes around, it’s the small details that can make all
the difference. With any of our Wedding packages at La Veranda, we also offer
an extensive range of additional services that can add a dose of extra magic to
your perfect day.
Pre/Post Inclusions —
Special Welcome from the General Manager, with Champagne and exotic
Fruits • A Bouquet and Candles arranged at turndown • Daily Romantic room
turndown • 60-minute holistic couple’s Massage • A Wedding Gift at turndown
— Pre/Post Wedding Add-Ons
Photography • Hair and Makeup • Wedding Dress • Bridal Party Bouquets and
Groomsmen Pins
22

Wedding Reception Add-Ons —
Sparkling Wine & Champagne for toasting (if required) • Champagne • Freeflow Alcoholic / Non-Alcoholic Beverage with House Wine • Dinner Set Menu
or Buffet

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc

Contact the Romance Concierge for full details and costs.

Small details make your big day truly special

Chapter 05

A ROMANTIC
SURPRISE
Returning to your room,
a dazzling display awaits.
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“If I had a flower for every time I thought of you ...
I could walk through my garden forever.”
Alfred Tennyson

An elaborate display of love

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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(1)

(2)

True love comes from the heart

(1) SIGNATURE TURNDOWN

(2) ROMANTIC TURNDOWN

You return to your room after a romantic evening
and find it transformed into an oasis of romance.
Red roses are presented in elegant bouquets. Rose
petals are delicately arranged on the bed, on the
floor and in the bathtub. The delicate aroma of
hundreds of flowers blends with the scented candles
that burn slowly, casting soft, flickering light across
the room. You discover the rose-scented massage
oils, the French Champagne, the strawberries and
artisan Chocolates, and embark on a delightful
evening of romance.

In the intimacy of your room, an intimate display of
beauty. A trail of roses and scented candles leads
from your doorway to the bed, where a heart-shaped
floral arrangement awaits.

Inclusions:
Luxurious Set-up of 750 Roses • Candles & Room
Fragrance • Your Choice of Music

Inclusions:
Memorable Floral In-room Turn-down •
Flowers • Your Choice of Music

Tips:
• Allow our F&B Manager to recommend a
suitable bottle of Champagne or simply addon our Romance Amenities package.
• Ask the Romance Concierge about our music
library and select your evening’s music in
advance.

Tips:
• Allow our F&B Manager to recommend a suitable
bottle of Champagne or simply add-on our
Romance Amenities package.
• Ask the Romance Concierge about our music
library and select your evening’s music in advance.

Bouquet of

(3)

A magical start to a magical journey together

A romantic interlude doesn’t always need an excuse

(3) COMPLIMENTARY HONEYMOON TURNDOWN

(4) ETERNAL FLAME TURNDOWN

Return to your room to discover scented candles
shimmering in the darkness. On the bed, a floral
arrangement – your initials spelled out in tropical
petals and leaves.

“Love and a red rose can’t be hid,” said English
poet Thomas Holcroft. Declare love in the most
striking way with a personalized message laid
out across the bed in silk rose petals while
twinkling tea lights cast a warm, romantic glow
over your room. What words of sweet nothing
will you choose? “I love you” remains timeless.
But whatever your special message, this rose
petal turndown service sets the heart aflutter.

Inclusions:
Honeymoon Floral In-room Turn-down •
Flowers

Inclusions:
Romantic Message In Bed written in silk rose
petals • Candle setup

Bouquet of

Tips:
• Allow our F&B Manager to recommend
a suitable bottle of Sparkling Wine or
Champagne or simply add-on our Romance
Amenities package.

(4)
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(1)

Sparkling Wine For 2 with Canapes

Options:
• Bottle of Wine or Sparkling Wine with canapé for you and
your significant other (1)
• A Sweet Box of Artisan Chocolates (2)
• A plush La Veranda Teddy Bear with a box of Artisan
Chocolates (3)

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc
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ROMANCE
AMENITIES

In the art of romance, sometimes it pays to be subtle – a small
gesture at the right moment can make a big impact. Your choice
of amenities appears in the bedroom elegantly surrounded by
petals and candles. Three options are available.

Box of Artisan Chocolates

(2)

Teddy Bear w/ A Box Of Chocolates

(3)

(2)

(4)

La Vie en Rose

(1)

PETALS
& CAKES

Tropical Love

(2)

Flowers speak their own romantic language expressing our
heartfelt emotions without words.
• La Vie en Rose - the grand romantic gesture with an opulent
30 red rose bouquet (1)
• Tropical Love - A colorful spray of orchids and Birds of
Paradise that speak of exotic seduction (2)
• Red Romance - 12 Red Lover’s roses with assorted greenery
(3)
Also, allow our chef to inscribe a personalized message on your
delectable cake.
• Indulgent Celebration – Chef’s Anniversary Cake with
Special Message (4)

Red Romance

(3)

Indulgent Celebration - Chef’s Anniversary Cake

(4)
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In a spacious room, romance has room to shine

UPGRADE
FOR A DAY
28

Make the most of La Veranda’s romance offerings
by making the most of our inspired accommodation
offerings. Guests booking the Classic Proposal,
Signature La Veranda Turndown or Romantic Turndown
should upgrade their room for one night to either the
Classic Garden Villa, Junior Ocean Suite or La Veranda
Ocean Suite Villa. With more space to bring out the
best in those experiences, romance is given room to
grow to its fullest.
Inclusions:
• 1 Night Room Upgrade
Tip:

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc

•

Please discuss your room options with our Romance
Concierge.
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LA VERANDA RESORT PHU QUOC - MGALLERY
TRAN HUNG DAO STREET, WARD 7 - DUONG DONG TOWN
PHÚ QUÔC ISLAND - VIETNAM
01

TEL.: +84 2973 982 988
FAX: +84 2973 982 998

La Veranda Resort Phú Quôc

contact@laverandaresorts.com

mgallery.com/6479
laverandaresorts.com
facebook.com/mgallery
sofitel.com/6479

